In this paper, we extend the eigenvector method (EM) to priority for an incomplete fuzzy preference relation. We give a reasonable definition of multiplicative consistency for an incomplete fuzzy preference relation. We also give an approach to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy relation is acceptable or not. We develop the acceptable consistency ratio for an incomplete multiplicative fuzzy preference relation, which is simple and similar to Saaty's consistency ratio (CR) for the multiplicative preference relation. If the incomplete fuzzy preference relation is not of acceptable consistency, we define a criterion to find the unusual and false element (UFE) in the preference relation, and present an algorithm to repair an inconsistent fuzzy preference relation until its consistency is satisfied with the consistency ratio. As a result, our improvement method cannot only satisfy the consistency requirement, but also preserve the initial preference information as much as possible. Finally, an example is illustrated to show that our method is simple, efficiency, and can be performed on computer easily.
Introduction
In the process of multiple attribute decision making, the pairwise comparison is a well established technique, and may be used to rank a finite number of alternatives from best to worst. Fuzzy preference relations are commonly used to represent decision makers' preferences over a set of possible alternatives, and received considerable research interests in the past decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These researchers focused on the studies of the fuzzy preference relations with complete judgments. A complete fuzzy preference relation of order n necessitates the completion of all n(n À 1)/2 judgments in its entire top triangular portion. Sometimes, however, a decision maker (DM) may develop a fuzzy preference relation with incomplete information [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 15, [34] [35] [36] [37] because of (1) time pressure, lack of knowledge, and the DM's limited expertise related with problem domain [23, 29, [35] [36] [37] ; (2) when the number of the alternatives, n, is large. In such cases it may be practically impossible, or at least unacceptable from the point of view of the DM, to perform all the n(n À 1)/2 required comparisons to complete the pairwise comparison matrices [25] ; (3) it can be convenient/necessary to skip some direct critical comparison between alternatives, even if the total number of alternatives is small [25] ; and (4) an expert would not be able to efficiently express any kind of preference degree between two or more of the available options. This may be due to an expert not possessing a precise or sufficient level of knowledge of part of the problem, or because that expert is unable to discriminate the degree to which some options are better than others [18, 19, 27, 28] . Up to now, some related theory studies with incomplete preference only for the complete fuzzy preference relation. Until now, there is no research has been done to repair the inconsistency of an incomplete fuzzy relation. So it is important to pay attention to this issue.
The aim of this paper is to present the eigenvector method (EM) to priority for decision making with incomplete fuzzy preference relation. Although the EM method is not new and also well known in AHP [4, 38, [42] [43] [44] [45] . In order to do this, this paper is structured in the following way. Section 1 is an introduction. Section 2 gives the basic concepts of the fuzzy preference relation, incomplete fuzzy preference relation, multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation. We also illustrate an example to explain that the concept of multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation defined by Xu [35] is not properly, then, we give a reasonable definition of multiplicative consistency for an incomplete fuzzy preference relation. We also give an approach to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy relation is acceptable or not. Section 3, the EM method is extended to model an incomplete fuzzy preference relation based on multiplicative consistency. Section 4, the corresponding acceptable consistency ratio is developed, which is simple and similar to Saaty's consistency ratio CR for a multiplicative consistency incomplete fuzzy preference relation. Section 5 develops a method for repairing the inconsistency of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation, and proposes the algorithm for the decision resolution process. An example is illustrated in Section 6 to show that the method is simple, efficiency, and can be performed on computer easily. Finally, in Section 7, we draw our conclusions and point out future research.
Preliminaries
This section describes the fuzzy preference relation on alternatives, and also some related concepts such as incomplete fuzzy preference relation, multiplicative consistency of incomplete fuzzy preference relation, acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation etc, which will be used in the next sections.
For simplicity, we denote N = {1, 2, . . . , n} , M = {1, 2, . . . , m}. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . ., x n } (n P 2) be a finite set of alternatives, where x i denotes the ith alternative. In the multiple attribute decision making problems, the decision maker needs to rank the alternatives x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n from the best to the worst according to the preference information. A brief description of the fuzzy preference relation is given below.
The fuzzy preference relation R is described as follows:
, where u R (x i , x j ) = r ij denotes the preference degree of the alternative x i over x j [3, 7, 9] : r ij = 0.5 denotes indifference between x i and x j , r ij = 1, denotes that x i is unanimously preferred to x j , and 0.5 < r ij < 1 (or 0 < r ji < 0.5) denotes that x i is preferred to x j .
Let R = (r ij ) nÂn be a preference relation, then R is called a fuzzy preference relation [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] 15, 17] if r ij 2 ½0; 1; r ij þ r ji ¼ 1; r ii ¼ 0:5; for all i; j 2 N:
Tanino [7] proposed the definition of multiplicative consistency for fuzzy preference relations, i.e. R = (r ij ) nÂn is perfectly consistent if r il r lj r ji ¼ r li r jl r ij ; i; j; l 2 N: ð1Þ
Definition 1 [35] . Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be a fuzzy preference relation, then C is called an incomplete fuzzy preference relation, if some of its elements cannot be given by the DM, which we denote the unknown number x, and the others can be provided by the DM, which satisfy c ij 2 [0, 1], c ij + c ji = 1, c ii = 0.5.
Definition 2 [35] . Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be an incomplete fuzzy preference relation, then C is called a multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation, if all the known elements satisfy the multiplicative transitivity c il c lj c ji = c li c jl c ij .
In the following, we will prove that the definition is not properly. 
We call it is a corresponding incomplete multiplicative preference relation. So Definition 2 is equivalent to the following Definition 3. h Herrera-Viedma et al. [2] further gave the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For a reciprocal multiplicative preference relation A = (a ij ) nÂn , the following statements are equivalent:
Let B = (b ij ) nÂn be an incomplete multiplicative preference relation, and let G be its corresponding directed graph, which implies the relationship in matrix B. There are n vertices 1, 2, . . . , . . . , n in G, Moreover, if b ij -x, there exists a directed arc ! i;j in the directed graph G going from i to j, and its weight is b ij . If b ij = x, there is no directed arc between i and j, which denotes that there is no comparison information between alternative x i and x j .
Definition 3 is not properly, we can see from the following example. -1, so matrix B is not consistent. If we change a 15 to 6, then for all the circuit, its weight is 1. Thus, the following result characterizes the incomplete reciprocal multiplicative consistency. :
Similarly, if we use Xu's Definition 2 to verify, C is a multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation. For the same reason, it is not properly. So Definition 2 should be corrected as follows: Definition 4. Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be an incomplete fuzzy preference relation, then C is called a multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation, if all the known elements satisfy the multiplicative transitivity
Remark 1. The difference between Definitions 2 and 4 is that Definition 2 only need the product of any three adjacent elements is equivalent to the product of the three reciprocal elements, while Definition 4 need the product of any adjacent elements is equivalent to the product of their reciprocal elements. This also can be seen from the graph view. Definition 2 deems any partial consistent would be the whole consistent. Eq. (1) is only suitable for complete fuzzy preference relations, and cannot be simply extend to the incomplete fuzzy preference relations.
In the following, we give a simple method to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy preference is acceptable or not.
Definition 5 [35] . The elements c ij , c kl of
For the unknown element c ij , c ij can be determined indirectly, if there exist a series of known elements c ij 1 ; c j 1 j 2 ; . . . ; c j k j .
Definition 6 [35] . Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be an incomplete fuzzy preference relation, if the missing elements of C can be determined by the known elements, then C is called an acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation, otherwise, C is not an acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation.
Theorem 2 ( [46, 33] ). Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be an incomplete fuzzy preference relation, the necessary condition of acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation C is that there exists at least one known element in each row or column of C except for the diagonal elements (c ii , i = 1,2,. . . , n), i.e. there needs at least (n À 1) judgments.
Proof. Let c kl (k -l) be an missing element of C = (c ij ) nÂn , if C is an acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation, From Definitions 5 and 6, we know that there must be a series of known elements c kl 1 ; c l 1 l 2 ; . . . ; c lsl , therefore, there is at least one given element c kl 1 in the kth row, for k -l 1 , at the same time, there is at least one given element c lsl in the lth column, for l s -l. So the necessary condition is hold for "k, l, and thus, there need at least (n À 1) judgments in the upper (lower) triangular of the incomplete preference relation C. Gong [26] also gave an approach to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy preference relation is acceptable or not, as we can see, his method is so complicated and cannot judge easily. h
Eigenvector method for priority from an incomplete fuzzy preference relation
Let w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n )
T be the priority vector of the fuzzy preference relation R = (r ij ) nÂn , where w i > 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; P n i¼1 w i ¼ 1. If R = (r ij ) nÂn is a multiplicative consistent complete fuzzy preference relation, then such a preference relation is given by
In this case, R can be expressed as 
Let us write the following equations:
Using the general complete fuzzy preference relation R = (r ij ) nÂn instead of the multiplicative consistent complete fuzzy preference relation in Eq. (7) and using k max instead of n, it follows that
Also, we can rewrite Eq. (8) in the following form:
Eq. (9) can be further expressed as the following eigenvalue problem: : ð11Þ
So, we can solve the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (11) to derive the priorities of multiplicative consistent complete fuzzy preference relation R just as we do in the AHP. This priority method is called the eigenvector method (EM), which Lipovetsky and Conklin [4] investigated in the context of the AHP.
In the following, we extend the eigenvector method to the multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation.
T be the priority vector of the multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation
. . . ; n;
T of the multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation C = (c ij ) nÂn , we can replace the unknown element ''x'' in C with
, and then construct an auxiliary reciprocal rela-
Then we replace Eq. (8) with the following system of equations:
where v i > 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;
Xu [36] solved the above system to obtain the priority vector for the incomplete fuzzy preference relations. In the following, we will further investigate the problem.
For the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C = (c ij ) nÂn , if there is only one missing element (generally, c ij = x) in the ith row and jth column of the relation C, then its auxiliary relation C ¼ ð c ij Þ nÂn is: 
That is:
which can be further expressed as follows:
where
c nj : 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3
We call P is equivalent relation of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C. Generally, if there are m i missing elements in the ith row of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, then its equivalent relation P ¼ ð p ij Þ nÂn can be expressed as follows:
where m i denotes the number of missing elements in the ith row of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C. Eq. (19) denotes that the elements of equivalent relation P is equal to the following: if the elements is known in the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, then p ij ¼ c ij , if the elements is unknown, then p ij ¼ 0, and the diagonal elements p ii is equal to the sum of the known elements and the number of missing elements m i plus 1.
Thus, the multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation is equivalent to solve the eigenvalue problem of Eqs. (17) and (19) . We refer this method as eigenvector method (EM, for short), which can be used to derive the priority vector of incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, and the method is similar to the auxiliary eigenvalue problem developed by Harker [47] in the multiplicative framework.
Especially, if there are no missing elements in the fuzzy preference relation, then Eq. (19) is equivalent to Eq. (11), so Eq. (17) is an extension of Eq. (10), it can be used not only for the incomplete fuzzy preference relation, but also the complete fuzzy preference one. Therefore, it has broad application prospects. Proof. Let k > 0 be a nonnegative eigenvalue of matrix P, we have
. . .
Side by side summation of the above equations gives
Assume there are m i missing elements in the ith row of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, therefore, there are also m i missing elements in the ith column of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, therefore, the sum of the ith row and the ith column should be n À m i . and with Eq. (19), we have
From Eq. (22), we know that the sum of each column of the equivalent relation of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C is equal to n. Thus, Eq. (21) can further be written as follows:
It is evident that as long as P n i¼1 v i -0 and k is nonnegative, k = n. Since P is nonnegative matrix, according to the PerronFrobenius theorem [44] , its maximal eigenvalue, k max , and the corresponding eigenvector v are both positive. Therefore,
which completes the proof the Theorem 3. h Theorem 4. Let v be the principal right-eigenvector of matrix P corresponding to k max = n, then v P 0.
This theorem is a direct result of the general Perron-Frobenius theorem [44] . The above two theorems show that for any incomplete fuzzy preference relation C, we can always find a nonnegative normalized eigenvector v satisfying Pv ¼ nv, where the elements of matrix P is determined by Eq. (19) . The principle righteigenvector v is calculated by the following iterative algorithm:
Step 1: Set k = 1 and v (0) = (1/n)e and e = 10 À6 , where e is a specified precision coefficient and v ð0Þ ¼ v
1 ; . . . ; v ð0Þ n T .
Step Step 3:
k is a vector norm, which will take one of the three forms: absolute, square or minimax. Otherwise, let k = k + 1 and go to step 2.
Measurement of multiplicative consistency
Consistency test is an important problem of AHP. Since the DM may be unable to provide perfectly consistent pairwise comparisons, it demands that the pairwise comparison matrix should be of acceptable consistency, Saaty [38] proposed a consistency index of multiplicative preference matrix as follows:
where k max is the largest eigenvalue of a multiplicative preference matrix. Saaty also gave a consistency ratio CR = CI/RI, where RI is the mean consistency index of randomly generated multiplicative preference matrix (RI, for short) which is given in Table 1 . If CR < 0.1, the pairwise comparison matrix is of acceptable consistency; otherwise, it needs to be revised. For the multiplicative fuzzy preference relation, Xu and Da [16] derived a formula to check the consistency for the complete fuzzy preference relation as follows: Table 1 The mean consistency index of randomly generated matrices. 
However, Eq. (26) is only suitable for r ij -0 or r ij -1. In order to avoid this problem, in the general case, we introduce the following consistency index and consistency ratio for a fuzzy preference relation, we call them fuzzy consistency index (FCI) and fuzzy consistency ratio (FCR), respectively:
where r ij is a zero or one integer variable defined as
We extend the above measurement of consistency of fuzzy preference relation to the incomplete fuzzy preference environment, and we have the following formula:
where d ij is a zero or one integer variable of the indicator matrix D = (d ij ) nÂn , which is defined as
We say that if CR < 0.1, then the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C is of acceptable consistency; otherwise, we can return such a matrix to the DM to reconsider structuring new matrix according to his new judgments and following this procedure until the consistency of the matrix meets the requirement. Remark 2. In Eq. (29), we still think that the number of elements in the fuzzy preference relation is n(n À 1), because when c ij = x, we use the value v i v i þv j to instead the unknown element c ij , then
À 2 0, which denotes that the unknown elements always consistent. Thus, it does not need to compute when c ij = x, and then there is no impact on the fuzzy consistency index (FCI). That is, we look it as a complete fuzzy preference relation.
A method for repairing the inconsistency of the fuzzy preference relation
In Section 4, we have discussed the measurement of the consistency for the incomplete fuzzy preference relation, which only needs to compute the consistency ratio (CR, for short) similar to the Saaty's method in the AHP. If the incomplete fuzzy preference relation is not of acceptable consistency, we need to regulate the incomplete fuzzy preference relation until its consistency is acceptable. In order to do this, we first need to use some techniques to identify the UFE. Therefore, we introduce the following criterion to identify the UFE.
where , and hence, we propose a method for repairing the inconsistency of the fuzzy preference relation, the resolution process presents the scheme in Fig. 2 .
Algorithm I.
Step 1. Let C = (c ij ) nÂn be an initial incomplete fuzzy preference relation. Using Theorem 2 to judge whether the incomplete fuzzy preference relation is acceptable, if the incomplete fuzzy preference relation is not acceptable, we return it to expert to give a new fuzzy preference relation, otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2. Using Eq. (19) to construct the equivalent matrix P of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation, and then compute the eigenvector v using Eq. (17).
Step 3. Using Eq. (29) to compute the consistency ratio of the incomplete fuzzy preference relation. If CR < 0.1, then go to
Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 4. Step 4. Using Eq. (31) to compute the deviation between the comparison element c ij and theoretical structure, and obtain the maximum deviation to find the corresponding UFE.
Step 5. Change the initial UFE (c ij ) into the new one c 0 ij , where c
, and ''round'' is the usual round operation, and go to Step 2.
Step 6. Ranking the alternatives according to the eigenvector v.
Step 7. End.
Illustrative example
For a decision making problem, there are six decision alternatives x i (i = 1,2,. . . , 6). The DM provides his/her preferences over these six decision alternatives, and gives an incomplete fuzzy preference relation as follows (adapted from [36] Step 1. By Theorem 2, we know that C is not an acceptable incomplete fuzzy preference relation, because there is no known element in the second and third row (or column) of C except for the diagonal elements (c 22 = 0.5, c 33 = 0.5). Thus, we return the incomplete fuzzy preference relation C = (c ij ) nÂn to the DM and ask him/her to provide more evaluation information and get an improved incomplete fuzzy preference relation as follows:
Step 6. Ranking the alternatives according to the eigenvector v, we have x 2 1 x 4 1 x 5 1 x 3 1 x 1 1 x 6 and thus, the most desirable alternative is x 2 .
In the above Step 1, we use Theorem 2 to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy preference relation is acceptable or not, and the judgment process is simple. Xu [36] solved a series of equations to obtain the weighting vector, but he found that there exist infinite solutions to the equations. As we can see, it is difficult to find that whether there exist infinite solutions to a series equations, it requires carefully analysis or complicated computation. Compared with Xu's method, our method is effective and simple. Gong [26] also gave an approach to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy preference relation is acceptable or not, as we can see, his method is so complicated and cannot judge easily.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the eigenvector method (EM) to priority for the incomplete fuzzy preference relation. In order to do this, we first illustrate an example to explain that the concept of multiplicative consistent incomplete fuzzy preference relation defined by Xu [35] is not properly, then, we give a reasonable definition of multiplicative consistent for incomplete fuzzy preference relation. We also give an approach to judge whether an incomplete fuzzy relation is acceptable or not. The judgment method is simple compared with Gong's [26] method. We also develop the acceptable consistency ratio, which is simple and similar to Saaty's consistency ratio CR, for an incomplete multiplicative consistent fuzzy preference relation. It indicates that our EM method and consistency test method cannot only be used to derive the weighting vector for the incomplete fuzzy preference relation, but also for the complete fuzzy preference relation. If the incomplete fuzzy preference relation is not of acceptable consistency, we define a criterion to find the UFE, and present an algorithm to repair the inconsistent fuzzy preference relation. As a result, our improvement method cannot only satisfy the consistency requirement, but also preserve the initial preference information as much as possible. The EM method also can be used to solve the complete fuzzy preference relation. In the future, we will apply this method to solve the group decision making problem with incomplete fuzzy preference relations.
